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VISION
To be a centre of excellence in Computer Science
and Engineering education, focus on research,
innovation and entrepreneurial skill development
with professional competency.
MISSION


M1 : To provide state of the art ICT
infrastructure and innovative, research
oriented teaching learning environment and
motivation for self-learning & problem solving
abilities by recruiting committed faculty.



M2 : To encourage Industry Institute
Interaction & multi-disciplinary approach for
problem solving and adapt to ever changing
global IT trends.
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ED I T O R I A L



EVEN T S

HOD’S DESK
The service of Computer Science engineers is inevitable in all fields in the modern
race. The Department of CSE has recorded consistent improvement in its
academic, research and placement performance. It offers a range of innovatively
designed programs whose curricula are constantly updated to meet the changing
requirement of the industry and also to meet the needs of major stakeholders.

You cannot escape the responsibility of tomorrow by evading it today.
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19-09-2015
Tata Consultancy Services is an information technology
consultancy company that is reputed internationally is our
home country company. JIT was esteemed with pride when
TCS organized a quiz contest dubbed ‘TCS Tech Bytes’ right
here in our campus. The quiz focussed on the skills of
programming, aptitude and general knowledge of the current
trends in the industry. There were many rounds and the
crowds filled exceeding expectations. The second round was
held in Mysore and many represented the event held there
from JIT. This event put a smile that reverberated among all
because its challenging stature and stern principle of bringing
every participant up to the track with the current trending
accounts of the Industry.

Every once in a while, applying theoretical concepts into practice enhances the insight
into knowledge that deepens learning through hands-on session. The tool that was
taught and demonstrated and taught was Wireshark. Many fun and conceptual
concepts like packet sniffing and packet capturing were clearly and easily
demonstrated and coached. There was also dissection of packets and its analysis also
exhibited. Moreover, the various layers of network were perfectly portrayed. The
session was conducted in the seminar hall to accommodate as many learners and also
was platform friendly.

23-02-2017

04-03-2017

Dressing up the students for industry preparedness is in the
blood of every JIT-ian. To debunk this sentiment, we organised
an event under the banner of CSI for the perks of the pre-final
year students in 2017. The participants were asked to prep up
their CVs, and the best CV was given an award. The judges
were none other than the alumni students of JIT. There was an
aptitude quiz too that was conducted fabricating every brain
that participated toward more logical cogitative. The event
involved various rounds and was very well organised with
one-to-one interviews held across various classrooms and also
accompanying several GD rounds as well.

Small deeds done are better than great deeds planned.
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